
Headteacher's report to Full Governing Body -  Terms 1 & 2 2012 
 
Staffing 
Irene Grant resigned as teaching assistant in KS2 right at the end of the last academic 
year.  She had worked very effectively at SHPS for a number of years; we wish her all the 
best of luck in her new life in the USA.  Her post has been filled by Nicola Maslowski, who 
has previously been providing 1:1 support for a Year 5 pupil.  This post was then filled by 
Lynne Pick, who had previously been a reading assistant.  We have appointed Dee Evans 
to this reading assistant Post.  Using Pupil Premium funding we have appointed a further 
two reading assistants, Sarah Coxon and Karen Pannell on temporary contracts to the end 
of the school year.  This gives us two reading assistants for each of KS1 and KS2.  
Following the admission of a Statemented pupil to Primrose class in Y3, we have also 
appointed a 1:1 teaching assistant, Sara O'Laughlin.  Karen Pannell is also appointed as 
lunchtime LBS to the new Y3 child.  Another new appointment is Claire Chappell to our 
LBS team.  And finally....... following the approval of a Statement for another current Y5 
pupil, we have appointed Katy Cox as a 1:1 teaching assistant in addition to the reading 
assistant post she still holds. 
               We have three teaching staff still absent on maternity leave.  Jemma Leach is 
returning for the beginning of Term 3. Kathy Harris and Josie Burden have not yet 
confirmed return. 
 
 
 
 
 
Pupil achievement  
As reported at the last FGB, we judge pupil achievement currently to be good.   
* There were very pleasing improvements in outcomes for Reception pupils, for the fifth 
year running 
* Y1 phonics results were well above the national norm 
* KS1 pupils continue to make good progress and the 2012 results were an improvement 
on the previous year 
* KS2 pupils achieved outstanding results in English - particularly in Writing.  Results in 
Maths are slightly down for each of the last two years and are a priority for improvement 
* pupil achievement in Reading and Writing improved for almost each year group of the 
year. 
* some Y4 pupils made less than expected progress; interventions are already underway 
to address this (see the School Improvement para below) 
* many of our White British boys and some of our Black African boys have achieved less 
well than their peers in Reading and Writing in the past.  Last year’s outcomes show that 
a) there was no gap at all at end Y2 (they made above average progress for the year) b) 
there was a gap at end Y6 in English but not in Maths c) At Foundation Stage there is less 
of a gap on entry and at the end of the year between White British Boys, Black African 
Boys and their peers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Narrowing the gap (Between vulnerable groups and their peers, esp. FSM and non-
FSM pupils) 



* some Free Schools Meals (FSM) pupils in Year 6 under performed in relation to their 
peers in KS2 SATs; they made good progress in English, but 3 out of the 16 FSM pupils 
made less than expected progress in maths.   
* FSM pupils start Foundation Stage at a lower level - on average - than their non-FSM 
peers. Last year's outcomes for Reception, KS1 and KS2 show that this gap is steadily 
narrowed and that the gap between FSM pupils attainment and non-FSM pupils’ 
attainment is narrower at SHPS than it is for South Glos schools as a whole. 
* many of our White British boys and some of our Black African boys have achieved less 
well than their peers in Reading and Writing in the past.  Last year’s outcomes show that 
a) there was no gap at all at end Y2 (they made above average progress for the year) b) 
there was a gap at end Y6 in English but not in Maths c) At Foundation Stage there is less 
of a gap on entry and at the end of the year between White British Boys, Black African 
Boys and their peers 
 
 
 
School Improvement 
Our main curricular focus for improvement is achievement in Maths in each phase of the 
school.  We continue to work on improvement priorities in Reading and Writing, specifically 
to further narrow the gap between the attainment of white British boys and black African 
boys and their peers. 
To achieve the targeted improvements we have planned a number of short and medium-
term actions.  (Some are new strategies, some are evaluation and intervention actions 
which are now regular and effective actions carried out by) us each year.  
In terms 1 and 2 we have already:  
* set specific, achievable pupil attainment and progress targets in maths as part of each 
teacher's performance management. 
* held staff meetings on calculation skills and the APP assessment system.   
* carried out a scrutiny of pupil work and an analysis of last year's Year 6 SATs and 
planned related improvement actions 
* begun to evaluate the teaching of calculation skills in the Foundation Stage and will 
shortly visit a local school with outstanding practice to further inform our improvement 
planning 
* held an initial planning meeting with an LA maths advisory teacher, who is working 
initially with the  Y3 and Y4 team 
* carried out a Writing work scrutiny  - jointly carried out by our Literacy Leader and an LA 
advisory teacher; this was followed by a joint literacy lesson observation 
* carried out head teacher lesson observations of a range of literacy and maths lessons 
* started the first programme of 1:1 tutoring  for 10 pupils in key stage 2.  
* held individual pupil target-setting meetings with all teachers and identified focus group 
pupils who are either behind in expected progress and/or  are performing below age-
related expectations. 
 
School self-evaluation (SSE) is ongoing.  The SLT work through the different areas of 
School Improvement (Pupil Achievement, Quality of Teaching, Behaviour & Safety and 
Leadership & Management) on a rolling programme.  The current SSE document is now 
available on the website.  It is our aim to produce the condensed version preferred by 
OFSTED as soon as possible. 
 
 
 
Buildings 



The key tasks since the last HT report have been to establish maintenance contracts after 
South Glos responsibility for these expired at the end of last academic year.  Anne Collins 
has successfully agreed maintenance contracts for the following areas: 

 Heating systems 
 Fire control 
 Air-Conditioning 
 Lift  
 Lightning conductor 
 Fall restraints (on roof) 
 Grounds 

A defects meeting took place between the school, LA and BAM (constructors) in July.  
Work on the outstanding issues has taken place. 
Following incidents where  intruders have gained access to our flat roof above the office 
corridor, intruder-deterrence spikes have been put up, a lock put on the main waste bins 
enclosure and two bins next to the building moved away. 
BAM are replacing the locks (the wrong kind of locks were fitted) on all sliding classroom 
doors.  There are still some outstanding issues with faulty lights.  We are working with 
South Glos to achieve more consistent heating levels in the rooms across the building.  
We have arranged for some of the bare planting areas to be properly mulched.  
Replacement trees have been planted where the wrong ones had originally been put in. 
 
 
 
Curriculum enrichment and parental involvement 
The following activities have taken place in Terms 1 and 2: 
 
Curriculum Enrichment 
Tag Rugby - coaching and tournament 
Boccia 
Agility training 
Charity fundraisers - NSPCC, Children in Need 
Y3/4 Cinema trip 
Y5/6 SS Great Britain trip 
Y1/2 Local Area walks 
Rama and Sita puppet show 
Bike It Breakfast 
Cycle Training 
 
 
Parental Involvement 
Parent Consultation evenings 
HT coffee morning 
Stay and Read 
Welcome Coffee Mornings 
Spooky Stories 
Family Learning - ESOL - KS1 craft and hobbies - Reception Booktime and craft 
Growing with Grown- Ups 
Gardening Club 
Y3/4 Poetry Performance 


